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Hello Team,

Reality Based Group™ (RBG) is excited for the opportunity to present a proposal to evaluate and select a

partner to assist with your Mystery Shopping Program. This proposal presents our approach, schedule,

team and qualifications, that will result in a successful program for your organization.

Approach

Experience:

RBG was founded 25 years ago on the belief that organizations utilizing our solutions to collect a reality-

based view of their operations will be able to continuously improve their service quality and achieve a

competitive advantage in their marketplace. No other organization in the world has RBG’s experience

delivering accurate, objective, actionable data to thousands of clients through millions of mystery shops.

Mystery Shoppers:

Through the many years of providing mystery shops RBG and our clients have learned that the key to a

successful program is in the quality of the data collected. In order to have the necessary control and

consistency, RBG utilizes tested and screened shoppers to collect our mystery shops. RBG also

implements Evaluator Rotation/Lockout to limit the frequency an evaluator can visit any of your locations

as well as Demographic Filtering to control the age, ethnicity, marital status, income and location of the

shopper.

Dedicated Account Management Team:

With each program RBG assigns a dedicated in-house team to work with your organizations stakeholders

and leadership to fully understand culture and objectives. Hyundai Motor Company’s team will consist of a

dedicated CSM (Customer Success Manager), a lead scheduler and quality assurance personnel. Each

team member is constantly updated on the program goals and becomes familiar with what Hyundai Motor

Company is looking for in the final deliverables.

Quality Assurance Team:

Each On-line, Phone and On-Site Mystery Shop goes through a detailed process prior to being delivered

to Hyundai Motor Company. RBG’s Quality Assurance Team is the final touch to ensure that each report

is filled out properly and to verify that the final deliverable is up to RBG’s standards.



Program Overview

Preparation

This program is scheduled to kick off immediately upon Hyundai Motor Company award of business.

RBG’s on-board process takes between 1-4 weeks depending on the clients availability and runs in

parallel with the program design, dashboard and reporting development.

Hyundai Motor Company stakeholders will be introduced to the dedicated project manager who will

being the process of developing the scorecard, scripting, guidelines, reporting needs and timeline for

the program. The project manager is able to implement existing scorecards but is also able to work with

Hyundai Motor Company to customize the program by sharing best practice scorecards that other

organizations are using. Every aspect of the program is tailored to Hyundai Motor Company to achieve

the results you are looking for.

During the on-boarding process we will be integrating the target locations into Hyundai Motor Company

reporting dashboard. Your project manager will train you and your team on how to use our systems to

maximize operator engagement and drive results. RBG’s project manager will work with you and the

internal RBG team to customize your dashboard and reports so that each level of leadership has

access to their pertinent information. The shopper guidelines and scenarios will be outlined by Hyundai

Motor Company leadership during on-boarding. RBG will make recommendations based on our

experience and will work with your team to finalize the guidelines that our video shoppers will follow.

Each shopper will return the scorecard to our in-house quality assurance team, which provides

segmented, polished products that your team can use for strategic adjustments and training. Before the

finalized reports are pushed to Hyundai Motor Company stakeholders, they go through RBG’s internal

scoring and quality assurance team.
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Your Management Team
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Renee DeSantis, Project Manager

Renee will be responsible for overseeing the development and design of your

program to achieve maximum results. She will lead the RBG team and ensure

that the program is aligned with the success of your stakeholders.

Linda Wagner, Senior Customer Success Manager

Linda will serve as your primary point of contact and oversee the

implementation and development of your online dashboard, scorecards, and

reporting. She is your “go to” for updates, questions, editing, new user setup,

hierarchy updates, or other operational functions. Linda will also be responsible

for the day-to-day operations of your account, including support and dashboard

user training.

Rae Campbell, Customer Success Manager

Rae will support Jake and Linda to ensure the program is running smoothly and

that all deliverables are complete and on schedule. Rae will also support Becca

for reporting design on an as needed basis. Rae has the experience to fill in as

a lead CSM in the event that Jake or Linda are not available.

Becca Riordon, Reporting / Analytics

Becca will support the team with custom reporting and back end expertise. She

ensures your scorecards are built to your specifications and provide the insight

you need.

Jake Dancy, Senior Customer Success Manager

Jake will shadow Linda and assist her in the implementation and development

of your online dashboard, scorecards, and reporting. He will support Linda in

providing updates, questions, editing, new user setup, hierarchy updates, or

other operational functions. Jake will support the day-to-day operations of your

account, including support and dashboard user training.



Your Management Team
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Chris Davis, Director Of Operations

Chris will lead the operations team, ensuring that your evaluations are

performed accurately and delivered to you on time. He will work with the

scheduling team to oversee maximum efficiency and time savings. He will also

work with the video editing and quality assurance teams to deliver reality-based

reports in a user-friendly format that you can rely on to improve your operations.

Maureen Cross, Operations Manager

Maureen (Mo) will be responsible for quality assurance of your individual

evaluations. Her team will review each completed evaluation to ensure shopper

guideline compliance, correct shop execution, and provide proofreading when

necessary. From there, each shopper will be rated based on their performance,

allowing for the optimization of your evaluator pool as your program progresses.

Chris Zeid, Lead Video Editor

Chris will be responsible for video editing of your individual evaluations. 

His team of video professionals will edit and manage all video footage 

according to client specific needs, once complete he will send the final 

product to the scoring team for scoring of the evaluation.

Lee Thao, Scheduler/Trainer

Lee will be the lead shopper recruiter and scheduler. He will be leveraging 

RBG’s database of employees and independent auditors and select the most 

qualified auditors to complete evaluations at your locations along the desired 

evaluation schedule.



Deliverables

Location level to national level reporting available to field and regional personnel

Reporting and security are customized to the role. Once an evaluation is finalized, the video and

scorecard are released via electronic portal to the appropriate levels for review and coaching.

Reporting level customization will be performed prior to evaluations to ensure visibility based on

location, market, or national division.
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Deliverables

Questionnaire outlining scoring of service experience. Should include a breakdown of the

service process and question for scoring in each section:

The RBG Project Manager will work with Hyundai Motor Company prior to evaluation being performed

to design the ideal scorecard based on best practices and you unique needs. The questionnaire can be

customized into any critical areas deemed necessary.
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Deliverables

Completed Questionnaire / Scorecard of overall location performance during the entire

customer experience:

Each scorecard will provide the appropriate management levels with scores for the location based on

the predetermined section breakdown as will as an aggregated, overall dealer performance.
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Deliverables

Question-by-question report with section and overall totals by location, market, national

division:

Our scorecard reporting is customized for different levels of leadership with drill –down ability on a

need-to-know basis. Locations will be able to see how their location is performing and will be able to

compare that performance against the peers of your choosing.
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Deliverables

Overall reporting should be available for each series of shops for trending analysis:

Overall reporting as well as section or individual question trending analysis is at your fingertips for any

reporting level. Your locations will know where they made improvements as they are evaluated with

each round.

Inclusion of filter for market and region etc. for easy dissemination of information for

presentations:

All of your scorecard data is available 24/7 right in our system, with many premade figures ready for

presentations, Should you need access to the raw data it is always available as an export to excel,

including and filters, making it east to work with.
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Deliverables

Individual location reports with overall pass/fail and scoring by section. Format should be PDF

and include a link to video and audio where applicable:

Each location will receive a standalone report with color-coded reporting based on score range

determined with input from Hyundai Motor Company prior to evaluations. Locations will immediately

know which sections they are doing well on (green), which sections they passed, but need to improved

(yellow) and witch sections they failed (red). In addition, the video that the score is determined from is

embedded right in the report making it easy for the location to use it to improve their service.
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Deliverables

Single login to central website for Hyundai Motor Company field and national personnel for

access to all reports. Multiple concurrent users must be supported. Hyundai Motor Company

retailers should have rights-controlled access:

Unique user access is fully customizable with control access granted or denied at any time. There is no

limit to the number of users accessing the system at any one time.

Ability to show results and trend by individual shop, market or division over time:

Trend reporting is a powerful function of your database. You will be able to see changes in scores over

time in both table and chart formats.
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The RBG Difference
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RealResultsTM Included With Every Solution
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RBG Benefits / Goals
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Program Design

Data Integrity 
RBG provides the only way to get 100% Objective, Accurate and 

Actionable Data.

Experience

Over Two decades have afforded us unrivaled experience in designing     

proven scorecards and coaching guides that identify and correct field-

level retention and revenue driving behaviors within your team. 

Scorecard Design
Fully Customized scorecard design tailored specifically to your locations and 

objectives.

Script & Guidelines Creative design and development of scripting and shopper scenarios.

Program Management 

Dedicated Project Manager & Account Team with over 50 in-house 

Editors/Proofreaders provides accuracy by reviewing every  evaluation for 

consistency, legitimacy, and performs proofreading functions.

Quality Assurance

Our goal is to deliver real data that empowers action. To that end, we have 

developed a number of quality assurance fail safes to ensure your data is of 

the highest integrity.

Question Versioning 
Question versioning allows for location specific questions without affecting 

overall scores.

Quarterly Review 
Dedicated Customer Success Manager provides quarterly executive 

summaries, strategic adjustments and ongoing consultation.

Mystery Shoppers

Industry Advantage 

RBG founded MSPA (Mystery Shopper Providers Association) giving your 

organization exclusive access to 600,000 skilled Gold and Silver-Certified 

mystery shoppers.

Shopper Rotation 
Evaluator Rotation/Lockout to limit the frequency an evaluator can visit any 

of your locations.

Photo DNA 
Photo DNA Matching ensure that the data you receive is always 100% 

accurate, Receipts, business cards, etc.

Shopper Validation 
Evaluator IRS Social Security Number Validation Protects the integrity of 

your data, ensuring are who they say they are.

Demographic 

Filtering

Demographic Filtering customized to your demographic needs (age, 

ethnicity, marital status, income, location, etc.)

Advanced Reporting 
RBG provides the most advanced, customizable reporting and analytics 

available.
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Reporting & Dashboard 

Email Summary
Customizable Aggregate Reporting & Program Analytics with automated 

email summaries.

Custom Views Macro to Micro analytics of evaluation performance.

Customized 

Reporting 

Customizable reports for every user, automatic delivery of reports directly 

into each user’s email inbox.

Dashboard Design
Dynamic and customizable web based dashboard that is tailored to your 

organization.

Unlimited Access 
Real-Time 24/7 online access & mobile friendly executive dashboard with 

tiered access.

Coaching & Training 

Manager Action Plan 
Managers can review their action plans and timelines, then document the 

steps they took to improve associate performance or replicate a success.

Strategic 

Adjustments 

Post evaluation tools to identify strategic adjustments and key performance 

drivers.

Management Tools Customizable Management Coaching Guide
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Recorded Telephone Calls RBG Solution: RealCallsTM

Comprehensive mystery phone shops uncover the first impression your customers’ have. A

satisfying telephone call is key to a successful transition to the sale of your products and

services.

For this program RBG will be providing a flat rate that will allow Hyundai Motor Company to select 

targeted locations and deploy RBG Mystery Shoppers for up to 4500 shops per year. RBG will be 

using a variety of male and female shoppers between the age of 21-65. The mystery shop 

guidelines, scripting, scorecard design and reporting will be determined by Hyundai Motor Company 

leadership and the dedicated RBG Project Manager during onboarding. This program includes 

program design, scorecard design, customized web based dashboard accessible 24/7,  call 

recordings and detailed tiered access reporting..

Qty Description Unit Price

1 Recorded Telephone - to - On-Site Showroom Mystery Shops $95.00

1 Online - to - On-Site Showroom Mystery Shops $95.00

1
One Time Program Design, Scorecard Design, Web Based Dashboard, 

Reporting Suite Set-Up – typically 7-10% of first year spend.
TBD

Solutions being used:

RBG Solutions

Mystery Shops RBG Solution: MysteryShopping+™

This tailored solution is uniquely designed for the specific needs of your business objectives;

from the scorecards to the evaluators, each piece of this program is focused on providing you

with the data you want in order to get results you need.

Online Shops RBG Solution: WebShopsTM

A solution tailored in developing the right approach and engagement from shoppers when

visiting your website to provide your online brand with the real, actionable data you can use to

gain the online results you’ve been looking for.



. Evolving Customer Experience

Thank you for the opportunity to 

submit this proposal, we are 

excited about the next steps.

James Moncivais, 

Director of CX/UX

o: 512.275.1365 | f: 512.233.5340

e: jmoncivais@realitybasedgroup.com

www.realitybasedgroup.com


